Targeting the internal locus of control within neurological rehabilitation

When the brain and spinal cord is damaged by injury or disease then the individual may have physical, communication, psychological/cognitive and functional symptoms. It is of paramount importance that the person should not be given a generic prescription of rehabilitation. It is imperative for the treating therapist to assess the patient’s “motivation to move” which will be different for each patient and may involve trials of different techniques depending on their cognitive level. The individual’s internal locus of control for this motivation then needs to be promoted and be central to the rehabilitation program. The complexity in this within neurological rehabilitation is due to the different facets of a person being disrupted by their condition compared to other rehabilitation pathways such as within orthopedics where the issues towards rehabilitation are often straightforward. This approach enables the client’s needs to be the very center of the rehabilitation process and the therapist to focus away from prescriptive rehabilitation. This dynamic approach means that the therapist must be ready to change and adapt the program so the “key” facilitator for movement can be unlocked. It has been documented in research that patients who have an internal locus of control will have enhanced outcomes and the gains achieved by this model are efficient, effective and ethical. This talk will include the procedure to build this model for your neurological patient, describe input and discuss research of aspects of this model.
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